The method of joint probability distribution functions of structure factors has been used to estimate quartet invariants when prior information on the orientation of molecular fragments is available. The mathematical approach makes use of the Gram-Charlier expansion of the characteristic function, as described by Giacovazzo [Acta Cryst. (1976), A32, 91-99] for deriving quartet estimates in the absence of prior information. The conclusive formula is avon Mises distribution: the expected value of the quartet phase may lie anywhere between 0 and 2zr. The reliability parameter may be large even for proteins, provided the fractionary scattering power of the molecular fragments with known orientation is sufficiently large. The first practical applications prove the correctness of the probabilistic approach and suggest the usefulness of the quartet information even in molecular replacement methods when a model molecule has been oriented by some rotation function and needs to be translated into a proper position.
Introduction
In macromolecular crystallography, it frequently occurs (after the application of a rotation function or related methods) that the orientation of a molecule is known while its absolute position is unknown. The problem has been solved by observing that, when a molecule is translated in the unit cell, symmetry-related molecules move accordingly. As a consequence, all intermolecular vectors change (while intramolecular vectors remain unmodified) and the absolute position of a molecule would correspond to a maximum of the overlapping between the calculated cross vectors of the model and those of the observed Patterson map. The mathematical tool that checks the overlapping is usually called the translation function: several functions have been proposed, which have been reviewed by various authors, among which we quote Argos & Rossmann (1980) and Beurskens, Gould, Bruins Slot & Bosman (1987) . Of particular interest for practical applications are the ~-Permanent address: Laboratory of X-ray Diffraction, Department of Inorganic Chemistry, Faculty of Natural Sciences, Tirana University, Tirana, Albania.
techniques used in X-PLOR (Briinger, 1992 ) based on previous work by Brtinger (1990) . To the knowledge of the authors, the joint probability distribution function of structure factors was never used to locate well oriented macromolecules up to a recent paper by Giacovazzo, Manna, Siliqi, Bolognesi & Rizzi (1997) . A pioneering paper by Main (1976) (see also Heinerman, 1977) showed how the prior information on the orientation of a molecule can be exploited to estimate triplet invariants. Subsequent applications by other authors were mainly addressed to shifting small molecules correctly oriented but wrongly located by the tangent formula. The problem of locating a well oriented molecule is not simple because the translation function can show many maxima and the correct solution may not correspond to the largest one. Thus, some alternative approaches deserve to be checked, among which direct methods are a respectable candidate. Giacovazzo, Manna, Siliqi, Bolognesi & Rizzi (1997) have made some preliminary tests on the use of triplet invariants in the translation problem. Some real cases met in macromolecular crystallography have been revisited; for them, direct methods succeeded in locating the model macromolecules described in the original publications after being oriented by application of rotation functions. Besides triplet invariants, a useful tool for direct methods is expected to be the quartet invariants. While the probabilistic theory of quartets in the absence of prior information is already available (Hauptman, 1975a,b; Giacovazzo, 1975 Giacovazzo, , 1976a Hauptman & Green, 1976) , no attempt has been made so far to estimate quartet phases when molecular fragments have been previously oriented. Such estimates cannot be obtained by simple application of the central limit theorem but require the use of the more complex method of the joint probability distribution functions of structure factors. This paper is devoted to the application of such a probabilistic approach to the quartet estimation: the first practical tests will also be described. For the sake of simplicity, we will not consider in our calculations the effect of spacegroup symmetry. To take into account such additional information, we should integrate our probabilistic approach with the representation method (Giacovazzo, 1977 (Giacovazzo, , 1980a . As a consequence, our theoretical results will be strictly valid in P1 but they may be applied in any space group.
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THE TRANSLATION PROBLEM IN MOLECULAR REPLACEMENT TECHNIQUES. II
Symbols and abbreviations
Fh: structure factor with vectorial index h ~Ph: phase ofF h fj(h): scattering factor of the jth atom C~ ------(R.~, T~): sth symmetry operator. R s is the rotational part, Ts the translational part m: order of the point group of the space group N: number of atoms in the unit cell Nf: number of molecular fragments (symmetry independent) with unknown position and fixed orientation ni: number of atoms in the ith molecular fragment tq: number of atoms (symmetry independent) whose positions are completely unknown q: number of atoms (symmetry-equivalent included) whose positions are completely unknown Y~q h = ~--~q=l fj2(h): scattering power of the q atoms with completely unknown positions The second part of the structure includes q atoms whose positions rj are completely unknown. Then the structure factor may be written as (Main, 1976 ) that
of Then,
Let us now make more explicit the notation (1)-(4) since it will be heavily used in the probabilistic calculations described in the following section. Let ais and bis be the real and imaginary parts of g;s, respectively, then, 
Accordingly, the real and imaginary parts of Eh, say
may be written as
Expressions like (6) and (7) play a central role in the process for deriving the quartet phase distribution.
The joint probability distribution e(Ehi , Eh~ , Eh3 , Eh4 , Ehl +hz , Ehl +h3 , Ehl +h4 ) when molecular fragments have been oriented
We will use the following notation: The joint probability distribution
E5 =As 4-
will be derived in the following way.
(a) The characteristic function
of the distribution
will be calculated via a Gram-Charlier expansion, by including terms up to t -l order, u~, Vg, i --1, 2 .... 
of the distribution (8) will be obtained via the following
change of variables:
0i, p;, i = 1,2 ..... 7, are carrying variables associated with 4i and R;, i --1,2 ..... 7, respectively. (c) The distribution (8) will be finally derived by calculating the Fourier transform of (10). The final result is (see Giacovazzo, 1980b) P (41, 
Terms not essential for the estimate of the quartet phase invariant have been omitted from (12). We used the following notation: C~p = [ (IF~k l2) (lFh, 12) 
The integration of the right-hand side of (12) may be performed by applying well known mathematical techniques here not reported for brevity. After some calculations, we obtain 
Equation (13) is the main result of this paper. If no well oriented molecular fragment exists then
In these conditions, distribution (13) coincides with equation (8) of Giacovazzo (1976a) .
5. The conditional probability distribution P(@IR1,R2,...,R7) We are often interested in the conditional distribution P( dPIR1, R 2 ..... R7). 
where
We note: (i) the expected value of @ is ~, which may assume any value between 0 and 2n'. (ii) G is the reliability parameter: it is always positive. A large value of G indicates that the phase relationship ~-~. ~ is reliable. (iii) Q is a scale factor that modulates the reliability of the phase indication. It may be settled to zero when it is found to be negative (Giacovazzo, 1980b) .
(iv) If no molecular fragment is oriented, (16) reduces to the well known Giacovazzo (1976a Giacovazzo ( , 1980b ) quartet formula.
A geometric interpretation of the quartet phase distribution function
The estimate of • via (16) depends on an intricate interrelationship between the seven magnitudes R;, the 12 parameters cktp and ~'ktp, and the two parameters c1234 and ~1234-In order to understand the potentiality and the main characteristics of the formula, we describe here a geometric interpretation that will help the reader to better understand our results and to design its possible use.
Let us calculate (EhkEhlE h ) when h k + h t + hp = 0. According to (1) and (2), P
][" 1 • It = C'up + tCup = Ckl p exp(i~'/dp).
Similarly,
According to (18), Cktp is the expected value of IghgnEhl and ~'klp is the expected value of k I p (¢hk + ¢ht + Cho)-Similarly, c1234 is the expected value of Ighgh2gn3gh41 and ~1234 is the expected value of (¢hl'21-¢h2-'~-¢h3-1t-¢h4) when [ghl+h2l, Igh,+h~l and Ieh2+h3l are all unknown. If such cross magnitudes are known, the quartet Eh, EhEh3Eh, may be considered equal (but for the real positive factor R2 +hz) to the product (Eh, Eh2Eh, +h2)(Eh3 Eh4 Ef~ +f~). Therefore,
where L is a scale factor. If the two triplets are considered independent of each other then
In fact, the two triplets are not independent and our distribution suggests replacing (20) by
If the same considerations are applied to the cross reflections E 6 and E7, we could conclude that the complex parameter G exp(i~), as defined in (17) 
The first applications
We used four protein structures to test the efficiency of (16): code name, space group and other useful data are in Table 1 . We checked the correctness of the formula (16) in ideal conditions: the full structure is the search model, the structure factors are calculated from the published crystal structure up to experimental resolution.
It is well known (see Cascarano, Giacovazzo, Molitemi & Polidori, 1994 ; and literature quoted therein) that quartets with large cross magnitudes are strongly correlated with triplets: accordingly, the simultaneous use of triplets and of large-cross-magnitude quartet invariants is not advised. Even if this result was established when no prior information on the orientation of a molecule is available, it is very likely that it holds even in the case treated in this paper. We therefore focused our attention on the quartet invariants with small cross magnitudes only.
For each of the four test structures, NLAR reflections (those with the largest IEI values) are selected, among which the basis vectors of the quartet invariants are found. The computing technique (widely used in literature) requires the computation of the psi-zero triplets, each triplet having two strong-magnitude reflections in the set NLAR and one small-magnitude reflection. A quartet is considered in our statistical A statistical analysis of the results is shown in Table 2 . Nq is the number of the quartets having G > ARG,
is the corresponding average of the absolute difference between the 'true' (corresponding to the published test structure) quartet phase and the quartet phase estimated via (16), % is the percentage of quartets for which (IAOI) is smaller than zr/2. For reader usefulness, quartet results are always compared with the corresponding triplet invariants (calculated for the same NLAR reflections). Triplets were estimated via the Main (1976) formula
where ( Z3q(hl, h2, h3) [
Fm Nf 1 r' = 9t L ~=lj~=lgis(h)lgi,(h2)gis(h3) +
Two features in Table 2 should be noted: the first is that the reliability parameter of the quartets spans over large ARG intervals, even if with a frequency slightly smaller than that of the triplet parameter. The second feature to note is that, for equal values of the reliability parameter, triplets and quartets show a similar reliability. For example, for M-FABP, the percentage of quartets with G > 0.4 for which I A~I < re/2 is 99.1; the corresponding percentage for triplets is 99.4. It may be concluded that (16) works correctly. However, the quartet behaviour is quite different from that corresponding to the so-called negative quartets calculated in the absence of prior information. Indeed, in this case, negative quartet reliability is much smaller than triplet reliability and rapidly decreases with increasing unit-cell size. We guess that the prior knowledge of the molecule orientation provides negative quartets with a big supplement of information that can make them competitive with triplet relationships. In order to check the quartet reliability when the prior information on the molecular orientation concerns only a fragment (and not all the structure), we suppose that only 60% of the asymmetric unit is well oriented and the rest is unknown. The statistical analysis of the triplet and quartet reliability is shown in Table 3 . We observe: (a) as expected, the average triplet and quartet reliabilities decrease with respect to Table 2 ; (b) even if lower than triplet reliability, quartet reliability is potentially useful.
The above results open the way to a possible application of small-cross-magnitude quartets in molecular replacement techniques.
Conclusions
The probabilistic theory of the quartet invariants when the orientation of a molecular fragment is known while its absolute position is unknown has been described. The conclusive formula estimating the quartet phase is of von Mises type: the expected phase value may lie anywhere between 0 and 2n, the reliability parameter may be large enough even for proteins, provided a sufficiently large fragment has known orientation. Accordingly, quartets can find useful applications in molecular replacement methods as an alternative to the widely used translation functions. The role of the quartet invariants in molecular replacement methods has still to be established. There are two main problems to solve: (i) Recently (Giacovazzo, Manna, Siliqi, Bolognesi & Rizzi, 1997) , it has been
